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ABSTRACT
With the ending of Q1 2021, UEC(United Emirate Coin) announces the First Arab Decentralized Cryptocurrency. United
Emirate Decentralized Coin (UEDC) is an open source, anonymous peer-to-peer Created based on The Binance Smart
Chain Coin carefully developed by Industry experts based in the Middle East. United Emirate Decentralized Coin is a
global payment network that is fully decentralized without central authorities which enable people to store and invest
their wealth in a digital Currency based on the Binance Smart Chain.
The total supply is just 20M making it a huge potential for astronomical increase in price value making investors tons of
profits trading and holding UEDC. Besides the UAE, Cryptocurrencies have been banned outright in Algeria, Iraq,
Morocco, and Libya. Jordan has warned the public against the use of bitcoin. Even where a ban is in place, internet
postings suggest people often flout the law. Despite the ban in Morocco a blockchain summit was held there last month
and a US private equity firm is planning a controversial project to build a wind farm to mine bitcoin in the occupied
Western Sahara. United Emirate Decentralized Coin aims to bridge the gap and encourage the usage of
cryptocurrency in day to day financial transactions in the middle east and other Arab nations.
Kuwait does not recognize cryptocurrencies for official commercial transactions and prohibits the banking sector and
state-controlled companies from trading them. Yet in January 2018 the CBK announced it would issue an e-currency,
which it distinguished from a virtual currency, and in July a Kuwaiti financial firm announced the first ever blockchainpowered transaction in the country.
In Lebanon the Banque du Liban issued warnings about the dangers of cryptocurrencies and then last year announced
it would launch its own. Media reports suggest some small businesses in Lebanon already accept Cryptocurrency.
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What is Binance Smart Chain?
Binance Smart Chain (BSC) is a smart contract-enabled parallel blockchain to Binance Chain that provides a permission
less platform for decentralized application (DApps). While Binance Chain offers a high-throughput targeting active
crypto trades, it lacks in the programmability department. Binance Smart Chain exists to change that. Binance launched
Smart Chain to provide a high-speed, low-cost alternative for the burgeoning decentralized finance (DeFi) market,
which has suffered from Ethereum’s high transaction fees. Launched in September 2020, Binance Smart Chain boasts a
five-second block time, cross-chain asset transfers, EVM compatibility, and a Proof of Staked Authority consensus
protocol to ensure scalability.

The BEP20 Token Standard?
Binance Smart Chain has a BEP20 token standard that functions similarly to Ethereum’s ERC20 standard. BEP20 is a
developer-friendly token standard that allows anyone to deploy fungible digital currencies or tokens on Binance Smart
Chain. What’s more, leading digital assets on other chains can be ported onto Binance Smart Chain in the form of
pegged BEP20 tokens. For example, you could use Binance Bridge to swap bitcoin (BTC) for BTCB (BEP20) tokens backed
by BTC. BTCB (BEP20) tokens can then be deployed in DeFi protocols to earn yield on bitcoin. The same goes for ETH, XRP,
DOGE, and many more.

What’s Happening on Binance Smart Chain?
As a low-cost, high-speed alternative to Ethereum, backed by one of the largest crypto companies in the world, Smart
Chain already boasts a wide range of DApps and DeFi apps on its chain. While some DeFi protocols have migrated over
to Smart Chain from other blockchain networks, dozens of Smart Chain-native DApps have emerged and experienced
substantial user growth since their inceptions. DeFi protocols, such as Pancake Swap, Venus, and Auto farm, make up
most of the activity on BSC. But that does not mean Smart Chain is only for decentralized finance. Gaming and
gambling DApps have also found a home on Smart Chain, and the first NFTs appeared in early 2021 to provide BSC users
with the same crypto collectible experience found on other chains.

How to Access Binance Smart Chain?
Arguably, the easiest way to access the BSC ecosystem is using the Trust Wallet DApp Browser . The market-leading
mobile DApp Browser allows anyone with a smartphone to securely access DApps and DeFi protocols on Binance Smart
Chain with just a few clicks. Download Trust Wallet today and explore the Binance Smart Chain ecosystem.
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INTRODUCTION

1.

WHAT IS United Emirate Decentralized Coin (UEDC)?

United Emirate Decentralized Coin (UEDC) is a variant of UEC (United Emirate coin), UEDC is created based on Binance
smart chain while UEC is created on the Ethereum. United Emirate Decentralized Coin (UEDC) is an open source, peer-topeer, Anonymous Cryptocurrency created on the Excellent Binance Smart Chain based carefully developed by Industry
experts based in the Middle East.
United Emirate Decentralized Coin(UEDC) is a global payment network that is fully decentralized without central
authorities which enable people to store and invest their wealth in a digital currency, created on the Binance Smart
Chain to Take advantage of the low transaction fee and the growing popularity experienced on the Binance Smart
Chain.
The total supply is just 20M making it a huge potential for astronomical increase in price value making investors tons of
profits trading and holding UEC. United Emirate Decentralized Coin (UEDC) is the first Arab Decentralized cryptocurrency
to be developed in the Middle east.
United Emirate coin is First Arab Cryptocurrency. United Emirate coin is a form of digital public money created by
complex mathematical computations and validated by millions of computer users (blockchain technology).
You can store United Emirate Coin on your computer drive, smartphone, hardware wallet or somewhere in the cloud.
The United Emirate Decentralized Coin (UEDC) transfer system is convenient and easy to use. The transfer of funds can be
done anywhere in the world within seconds. United Emirate Coin protects your transaction history and wallet contents
from prying eyes, whilst leaving publicly accessible transaction hashes available for the technically discerning to
authenticate transactions hereby making the transaction of United Emirate Coin safe and anonymous. Once you own
United Emirate Coins, they behave like physical gold coins: they possess value and can be traded like stocks in popular
exchanges. In the future you'll be able to use them to purchase goods and services.
United Emirate Decentralized Coin aims to provide secure, fast payment solutions based on the Binance Smart Chain.
Users in their ecosystem can easily interact with it to send secure payments across the globe and soon be able to make
payments for purchasing goods and services. They further plan to offer wallet encryption, which shields from walletstealing viruses and trojans to secure user wallets, enabling them to view transactions and account balances stored in
the Binance Smart Chain. Their peer-to-peer payment system allows for faster payment processing and verification of
transactions. United Emirate Coin users can store their coins on their computer drives, smartphone, hardware wallet, or in
the cloud. Unlike traditional payment systems, United Emirate Decentralized Coin aims to simplify transactions, settle
them faster, and offer transparency and security by utilizing decentralized ledger technology.

https://unitedemiratedecentralizedcoin.com
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2. FEATURES
BINANCE SMART CHAIN ENCRYPTION:
The United Emirate Coin network is secured against attacks based on Binance Smart Chain network.
FAST TRANSACTIONS: Send and receive payments anywhere in the World quickly. Quick block execution time, ensure
unparalleled speed to conventional remittance and payment systems.
WALLET ENCRYPTION: Wallet encryption provides protection from wallet-stealing viruses and Trojans as well as allows you
to secure your wallet, so that you can view transactions and your account balance.
DECENTRALIZED SYSTEM: We use decentralized blockchain transaction technology, so no centralized third party to trust.
Transactions are performed directly between the user.

https://unitedemiratedecentralizedcoin.com
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3. SPECIFICATIONS

Description
Price
Total Supply
Presale Total Supply
Decimal Places
Symbol
Algorithm
Reserve Total Supply
Smart Contract Address

https://unitedemiratedecentralizedcoin.com

United Emirate Decentralized Coin
Presale Price Starts at $0.31
20,000,000
12,000,000
18

UEDC
BEP20 (Binance Smart Chain)
8,000,000
0xF0b6e29C429BBb8E1448340f0776bE933805344e
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4. How to Store United Decentralized Emirate Coin on Binance Smart
Chain Wallet
A) Storing on Your Desktop wallet
1)on Your Desktop Google Browser download
Binance Chain wallet extension via this link:
https://chrome.google.com/webstore/detail/binance-chain-wallet/fhbohimaelbohpjbbldcngcnapndodjp?hl=en
2)Add the extension to your Google Chrome browser.
install the extension, create your Binance Smart Chain wallet address and keep your passphrase save.
3)login to your Binance Smart Chain wallet, then
click on the + sign on your wallet interface.
in the space called ''Filter assets...'' paste in this address:
0xF0b6e29C429BBb8E1448340f0776bE933805344e
PLEASE TO INSTAL Binance Smart Chain on your Google Chrome browser watch this video:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=skjyudsjSHY

B)Storing on Your Mobile wallet(Trust Wallet)
1. Trust wallet
2. Add custom token
3. Network (Bep20)
4. Contract address (0xdc2063b38a44c40b23b794a8524d75018c404306)
5. Name (United Emirate Decentralized Coin)
6. Symbol (UEDC)
7. Decimals (18)

https://unitedemiratedecentralizedcoin.com
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5. United Emirate Decentralized Coin Presale

United Emirate Decentralized Coin (UEDC) is carrying out a Pre-Sale at the moment. Users, who would like to participate
in the UEDC Pre-Sale
need to send BNB to their sale address or connect their wallet on this presale website:
https://unitedemiratedecentralizedcoin.com/
The Presale will last from the 8th of April 2021 to the 8th of May 2021. Immediately after the presale UEDC will be listed on
pancake swap decentralized exchange and the liquidity will never be removed for life
Smart Contract Address: 0xF0b6e29C429BBb8E1448340f0776bE933805344e
The details of the Pre-Sale are as follows:
Pre-Sale Date: 08/04/2021 - 08/05/2021
Pre-Sale Price: $0.313
Pre-Sale Hardcap: 9600 BNB
Minimum Purchase Amount: 0.1 BNB
Maximum Purchase Amount: 100 BNB
Acceptable Currencies: BNB

Detailed Guide on how to Buy UEDC via Presale:
TO BUY United Emirate Decentralized Coin (UEDC) via Presale
====================================================
1) Fund Your Binance Smart chain wallet with the amount of BNB(Binance tokens) you want to buy the Presale.
Maximum per wallet= 100BNB
Minimum= 0.01BNB.
2) On your Desktop Visit: https://unitedemiratedecentralizedcoin.com
click on ''Connect''
select ''Binance Smart Chain''
type in the amount of Binance tokens, click ''deposit''
once your transaction is confirmed which is almost instant, your UEDC tokens will reflect on your wallet.
https://unitedemiratedecentralizedcoin.com
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ROAD MAP
PRESALE DATE

-

8th of April 2021

PRESALE ENDS/PANCAKESWAP LISTING AIRDROP REWARDS -

14th of MAY 2021

17th of May, 2021

LISTING ON OTHER DECENTRALIZED EXCHANGES -

2nd quarter of 2021

LAUNCH OF UEDC TO UEC EXCHANGE PLATFORM - 3rd quarter of 2021
PROMOTION FOR MASSIVE ADOPTION OF UEDC
PARTNERSHIP WITH ECOMMERCE WEBSITES

https://unitedemiratedecentralizedcoin.com

DISCLAIMER

-

3rd quarter 2021
4th quarter 2021
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Crypto currencies are very high-risk investments. The team will do its best to bring this
project to limelight and make it a force to reckon with, but everyone needs to
understand that it is a full community-owned project and there are risks associated with
that. Should you choose to invest, you must fully understand these factors and
variables. We believe that the crypto currency community should understand.
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